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Building Community Through Service-Learning:
The Role of the Community Partner
By Susan A. Abravanel

INTHJ)DUCHON

The Nestucca Valley students are engaged in service-learning, a teaching-and-learning approach that integrates community service with academic study to enrich learning, teach civic responsibility and strengthen
communities. 1
In a service-learning program, the following happens, as illustrated by Nestucca Valley Middle School's
effort:

• Students identify a real community need. The BLM helps Nestucca Valley Middle School students sec that
their forest lacks the space in plantings and the diversity of natural species to be considered a "healthy" forest. Students excited by the opportunity to transform a real plot of land can feel empowered when given
the responsibility to develop, design and implement their own restoration plans.
• The service activity is tied to academic goals. Plot and tree measurements become lessons in mathematics. Research in native and invasive species connects to science benchmarks. The development of management plans and a field journal tie into language arts goals. As students investigate why the pines and scotch
broom had been planted in the first place, they research the history and geography of the region.
• Students reflect on, and evaluate, their service experience. Structured reflection activities help students
make the connection between their classroom lessons and their role as young community members working with a government agency to plan for the future.
• Adults join in student recognition and celebration. Students prepare video and photographic presentations
of their work to share with the community.
Implicit in the term, service-learning- perhaps signified by the hyphenation' -·is a symbiotic relationship
between meaningful service to the community and rich, academic learning. Implicit in the strategy is a similar relationship between the community partner and the school.
"The teacher and community partner need to talk about the learning goals ahead of time," explains Wanen

--------------------

Tausch, BLM adaptive management area coordinator. Tausch works closely with teacher Mike Walsh in
developing the onsitc lesson plans for the students. "It is all too easy to forget to focus, and refocus, and miss
a leaming opportunity," he says. In service-learning, deliberate teaming happens side-by-side with service.
What is unusual about Tausch's emphasis on lcaming goals is that he is the community partner- not the
teacher- in this service-learning relationship. Tausch and Walsh began their service-learning partnership in a
more traditional manner, with Walsh providing the cunicular and academic benchmark goals to frame
Tausch's professional and hands-on knowledge of coastal forest ecology. In the early onsite meetings with
students, Tausch recalls that he left the teaching up to Walsh, adding an expansive or explanatory comment
only occasionally. As the work developed, he found himself increasingly engaged in focused conversations
with students and eventually began to do some of the "real teaching" on site. Today, it is not unusual for
Tausch to drop in on the students in their classrooms to guide them as they follow up, through research and
analysis, on their lessons in the forest.
The impact of service-learning is promising'; the research to date shows benefits to school and community
alike. Students who have been involved in high-quality service-learning programs demonstrate an increased
sense of personal and social responsibility and are less likely to engage in "risk" behaviors. At the same time,
these students show gains in motivation to learn, resulting in higher attendance rates and increased academic
performance. Service-learning has a positive effect on interpersonal development, helping students learn to
trust and be trusted by others, and contributing to their performance as part of a team. Students see themselves as positive contributors to their community, feeling they can "make a difference."
It is the role of the school, however, that has been the focus of most of the current research, "best-practices"
literature and tools that have been developed to support this strategy. The past five years alone have seen the
development of multiple training opportunities, Web sites, "how-to" guides and mentor organizations - at the
local, state and national levels - all designed to help an educator interested in learning more about servicelearning. There is a lack, however, of similarly helpful and supportive material for community-service organizations or agencies approached as potential service-learning partners or that may even want to initiate a relationship with the school.•

This issue paper has been designed especially with the community partner in mind. As Chuck Supple, executive director of the (California) Governor's Office on Service and Volunteerism points out, 'The question of
agency readiness, willingness and ability is critical to the ultimate success of service-learning ... .''5 From
the school perspective, what can be done to encourage and support the emergence of the agency or organization as a partner? From the agency or organization perspective, what arc the significant considerations
involved in establishing successful service-learning partnerships? This paper highlights effective strategies,
using "best-practice" examples to illustrate the potential impact on the service-learning partnership.
The paper's focus is on school-based, as distinct from community-based, service-learning. School-based service-learning is part of a school program and integrates school-set academic goals and curriculum into the
service activity. Community-based service-learning is usually part of an after-school or extracunicular program and often is conducted by a community-based organization serving youth directly. The curricular connection, while providing a leaming context for the service activity, is not usually associated with schoolbased academic goals. A number of the strategic recommendations presented in this paper, however, especially those dealing with changes within the organization or agency itself, may be applicable to both situations.
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Community organizations and agencies have long recognized the value of involving youth in their service
activities. Young people can provide additional volunteer help in meeting community needs. In such commu-
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nity-scrvice opportunities, the organization provides or makes arrangement for the site where the service will
take place; rccmits and trains the volunteers; and plans and coordinates the activity, directing the student volunteers to complete predetermined tasks.
One outcome of the activity is service to the community. Youth may or may not receive school credit for their
participation; a teacher may or may not be involved with the student or the agency. Learning may occur,
although it is not intentional, nor is there an integral connection to academic goals. Reflection is incidental to
the service activity. Youth participants gain a sense of contribution, of pride in their efforts and a greater
undm~tanding of the community need they have met. Working side-by-side with other volunteers (adult or
student), they share in assuming civic responsibility for the task at hand.
In conununity service, the organization or agency recn1its and responds to youth in much the same way as it
does to all its volunteers. The young person is, in fact, looked upon primarily as a "volunteer." The organization's focus is, first and foremost, on meeting its goals. While there may be some attempt to accommodate
specific student or school group needs ·- hours of service, transportation to the site, training, supervision, etc.
-the primary objective is completing the community-service activity.
Within the last two decades, organizations and agencies have faced two significant trends, each producing a
noticeable impact on their ability to recmit youth for participation in community service. These trends
include:
• In Bowling Alone, Harvard University Professor Robert Putnam notes a significant decline in civic engagement, especially in volunteering and participation in community projects.' He advocates that youth become
engaged in well-designed service-learning programs, especially those "woven into the fabric of the school
cuniculum." 7
• At the same time, the adoption of standards-based education reform in virtually every state has resulted in
an intensified focus on meeting academic and curricular goals throughout the school program. Teachers,
held accountable for higher student achievement, are no longer willing to excuse students from class to do
community-service activities.
Service agencies and organizations, trying to meet growing community needs with decreasing financial
resources, have turned for help to the volunteer sector. But they have found that schools resist recmiting
young people as volunteers unless the activity can be tied to curriculum and academic goals in addition to the
service goals. Agency and organizational leaders, once they understand why their community-service opportunities are not as welcome as they once were, are turning to service-learning programs- often because it is
the only way they can get through the school door.

The agency or organization, so skilled in coordinating community-service programs to meet ~ts mission, is
likely to enter into an unfamiliar paradigm as a co-educator in a service-learning relationship.
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The service-learning relationship brings together the school's needs and resources with the community's needs
and resources, to enhance the effectiveness of each:
• The school enters the partnership with a focus on learning within the school context, developed to meet
academic goals and standards, ideally in a number of content areas.
• The school turns to the community, seeking opportunities for civic engagement through which the student
can acquire civic understanding and career-related skills.
• The community partner provides meaningful service experiences set in a "real-life" context and meeting
real community needs, as well as opportunities for students to interact with adults and be acknowledged as
positive, contributing members to society.
• The community turns to the school seeking student and youth volunteers to help meet its goals.
The following diagram illustrates the service-learning partnership:

l'be Comnmnity-Based Org!mi:t:ltion
How Do They Diller'!

~md

the School:

The successful service-learning partnership will strive to improve the quality of education, as it improves the
quality of life in the community. Both school and community need to see the partnership as a better way to
achieve the goals that each has individually, as well as any goals they might develop together along the way.
:J
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Partnership building begins with each partner getting to know the other. Mark Batenburg (1995) points out
that "the two partners exist in radically differeut worlds," and suggests the importance of understanding the
cultural distinctions between them.""The key to smoother relations is not only to be aware of the cultural differences, but to be aware of the specific details of the clash, the daily places where misunderstandings occur
and fn1strations mount. " 9
The following chart identifies seven points of difference:

school focuses on the process, the leaming
linvolvc:d in the project, the acquisition of know land skills.

Focus
Why Engage
in .__\'ertdceLearning
Pn~ject

Planning ant!
Leadersldp
Project
,)'cheduling

school sees service-learning as an effective

IstJrat<,gy to educate students and teach civic
partner

~"''"""'Y

a template, based on prior experi-

sees

as an

in service-learning, with students

with managing volunteers to meet 1assmnirtg the role of planning and leading the
of the organization or
organization or agency schedules
school plans service-learning projects to
ccts based either on the needs of the
lccmstittlertcy served, or on the av:ail:1bili-llco·oniinate with class schedules; ideally, the
of adult volunteers; weekend
takes place during the school day.
often a good option.

community partner usually does
school must consider the added direct cost,
Access to
!as1mn1e responsibility for transporting rmmrJHY and scheduling consequences iftransProject Sites
to and from the project site. lnr>rto:tJon to and from the project site is required.
Jl1easure £~(

•s~uct::e.1·s

organization or agency determines
success by the completion or proviof service, as defined by the task.

school measures success in meeting curricu. or academic benchmarks and standards .

community partner asks, "How did

The school sees the project as part of a continuand asks, "What will we do differently if we
concrete, quantifiable results such as
this again?" Evaluation originates from the
many trees were planted, how
process, ongoing throughout the projacres were restored, how many
were served.

do?"- and evaluates success based

Open and frequent communication is also essential. Each partner is an expert in its own sphere; ea.ch needs to
teach the other about the organization's work. Much like the reflection component in service-learning itself,
opportunities for interaction between the partner and the school need to be ongoing to continually enhance
and re:fine the partnership.
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c:onn-run~ity

Partner

?Fhat is .vervice-learnin,g·?
• Provide a definition that can be easily understood- one that will help the organization identify its role as
the community partner.
• Illustrate the definition with "best-practice" examples of service-learning partnerships involving organizations or agencies with a similar mission. The prospective partner will relate best to local examples; if possible, suggest a site visit.
• Assist the community partner in understanding how service-learning- by making a deliberate connection
between service and leaming opportunities, and by including stmctured reflection - differs from community service.
• Emphasize to the community partner the need to keep its own mission in focus, establishing high expectations of the student to assume and complete tasks that will advance that mission.

t'Vhat are the es.')·entiaf elements itt a service-learning prot:ram'!
• Determine the level of experience the community partner has in working with youth and build upon that
experience to identify and explain the essential elements. Building upon the familiar will make serviceleanling seem more manageable, and not such a "new" program.
• Introduce new concepts using terminology that is easily understood; school personnel especially should try
to avoid using education jargon. Enable the community partner to view service-learning as accessible.
• Illustrate the elements by showing what they look like as components of real service-learning programs. If
possible, introduce the elements by involving the partner in a brief service-learning experience.
• Help the community partner to see the role of the school and the agency or organization in meeting each
element.

Whature the he1u!{1/s /o ./he comlmmi(l• of"service-leaming?
The success of service-learning depends not only on its practice within the school, but also on the advocacy,
support and involvement of the community. An understanding of the benefits of service-learning is essential
to help the community-based organization justify its commitment to the partnership and to answer the question, "How docs this help us?"
• Provide the organization or agency with evidence from the research on the effects of service-learning."
Select key points that demonstrate a direct impact on the way youth interact with the community. Students
engaged in service-learning, for example:
../ Showed an increase in their level of awareness of community needs
../Were more likely to develop bonds with a greater number of adults
../ Developed positive work orientation attitudes and skills
../ Were more likely to be engaged in a community organization and to vote 15 years after their service-learning experiences than those who did not participate in the program.
• Help the community partner see the value of the youth service in service-learning as both a short- and longterm resource. In meeting the organization's needs, young people can do the following:
../ Perform needed project-specific tasks
../ Provide the organization with an opportunity to develop sustained volunteer assistance that will,
over time and with training, become increasingly valuable
../ Increase visibility, awareness and understanding of the organization and its mission within the
community.
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HYhat my the academic or cunicalm· swndards to
which teachers are held accounuJble?
The national movement to adopt standards-based education refmms has largely eluded the world beyond the
school. Educators are trained, and paid, to understand
what the state-set standards are and how they are to be
implemented. Community partners, by contrast, often first
encounter standards when they are told, by the school, that
teachers no longer have the time to involve students in
community service because of the demands of meeting
rigorous new academic benchmarks and testing.
• Introduce a discussion of the state standards, in easyto-understand terminology that avoids education jar- ·
gon. In the 1980s, national research in education consistently showed that an alarming number of students
graduating from higb school lacked essential skills and
knowledge. Even those who had been relatively successful students often were not able to apply knowledge and skills learned in the classroom to real-life situations.
The standards movement is an attempt to "raise the
bar," to set rigorous academic standards for all students. In addition, standards reform in a number of:
states has led to the inclusion of "real-life" problemsolving experiences, requiring students to demonstrate
their ability to apply acquired classroom skills and
knowledge in developing and implementing solutions.
• Invite community partners to collaborate with teachers
in developing service experiences and opportunities
that will increase both student and teacher understand- ·
ing of civic engagement.
• Help community partners see academic standards and
learning outcomes as equivalent- for the educator- to
the job-performance standards they have to meet or to
the organization's mission.
• Recognize the community partner is not responsible for
meeting the academic standards or for understanding
the mechanics of how the service experience can be
aligned to the standards. The better the partner understands the standards' significance, however, the easier it
is to incorporate both service and learning goals into
the program. Partners, in fact, may see it as a marketing benefit to prepare standards-aligned service-learning programs at their site.

1-Vhat is

·~routh Poice~"

and why L1' if i.mpon.'ant?

In service-learning, "youth voice" refers to the inclusion of young people in the planning and implementation
of the service opportunity. "When youth voice is missing from a service program, young people may feel
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more discouraged and alienated. To them, service becomes just one more place in their lives where their ideas
are not respected and their contributions are unimportant.''12
It is important to understand that most community partners, with their focus on the "end product," will likely
be reluctant to relinquish aspects of the management of their program to students. This will be especially true
for the organization or agency with limited experience involving youth in their service opportunities.
Billig" has observed that the greater the degree of responsibility given to youth for "planning, decisionmaking, problem solving and assessing their learning", the better the outcome. On the other hand, "when service
is imposed from above without youth input and without adequate structure and support, young people may
view their service experiences with indifference, suspicion or even hostility." 14 The community partner, looking to the sustainability of its own volunteer base, is likely to resonate most to the argument that servicelearning which incorporates youth voice can have a lasting effect; youth will engage in service now and later
in life. 15
• Introduce the community partner to some of the research on the importance of youth voice. Help the partner understand how youth voice will enhance the results of the service opportunity, resulting in both shortand long-te1m benefits not only for youth, but also for the community.
• Provide examples of successful service-learning programs in which youth voice was a determining factor.
If possible, include the responsible students in this meeting with the partner.
• Review opportunities with the organization or agency for including youth voice in the design and implementation of the service opportunities under discussion.

\Vhat the Comrrmnity Partner Need§ To Omummkate io the Sdwol
Community organizations and agencies identify and address a variety of community needs. For the school,
creating an effective, sustainable partnership for service-learning begins with finding the community partner
most able to meet specific identified priorities. School leaders will want to know what the community partner
expects from the service-learning relationship; what expertise the partner has that can benefit student learning, and how the partner plans to accommodate the student service experience. School officials also will want
to assess the level of engagement and the degree of flexibility the partner is willing to apply to the servicelearning relationship as a whole.

JYhat is the mis,'1"ion

(~{'the

cmnmuni(v-based organization:

• Present a clear statement of the organization or agencis mission to the school. The school will be better
able to match academic and curricular goals to the service activity if the mission is clearly understood.
• Help school leaders understand that meeting the mission is "the bottom line" for the organization. Just as
the school will measure the success of the service-learning program by how well it meets academic and
curricular goals, the community partner will measure success by how the program helps fulfill the organization1S mission.
• Share with the school the reasons why the organization or agency has an interest in establishing a partnership for service-learning, and the potential benefits anticipated from the experience. Invite the school to
respond. With expectations on both sides articulated "up front," the partnership then will be able to accommodate or modify the service-learning activity for a mutually successful outcome.

¥Phat h; t!te capaci(l'

(~f't!Jc

organization or tlf:!;"(!IU)' to proPide students --with authentic setvict.::-·

learning oppottzr nities?
The school partner in service-learning turns to the con1mtmity primarily to provide students experience with a
"real community need." Ideally, students will be able to address the community problem or issue by applying
classroom-based knowledge and skills. The school also seeks to engage students in activities that will further
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their understanding of community participation and promote civic responsibility. Finally, the school looks for
opportunities, within the service activity, for youth deeisionmaking and leadership- "youth voice."
• Present to the school the "real community needs" to which the organization or agency responds. Share with
the school if and how students would pariicipate in identifying and assessing a particular need they might
want to address.
• Guide the school through available community resources and potential partners who might help address the
identified community need. Suggest that students ask the following questions:

-/
-/
-/
-/
-/
-/
-/

Who are the stakeholders?
How is the stakeholder organized?
How do the stakeholders identify their interests?
Who is the contact?
What is their capacity?
What is their experience with youth?
How do stakeholders gather information and build trustworthy relationships?

• Map out, for the school, special training needs, supervision issues or risks that might be associated with the
activity. The partnership then can determine who will be responsible for training, how supervision will be
handled and what special precautions will be in place to deal with potential risks.
• Discuss with school officials the level of student responsibility for planning and implementation the organization is willing to permit. The school and organization together may want to develop graduated criteria
for increasing student ownership of the activity.

fV!utt ret·wurce,'>.' can the couununiiy partner provide to support the .'·;ervice-learning
partnership?
As schools face declining funding and increasing costs, they are turning to the community to provide needed
education resources. Service-learning is a way of bringing such resources to the school, for students to use in
providing service to the community. For exaniple, organizations and agencies can provide plant materials and
mulch to students restoring a watershed area, or lumber and hardware to students building affordable housing,
or paint and bmshes to students enhancing a neighborhood with a mural.
• Review with the school the materials needed for the service-learning activity, and what the organization or
agency can provide. Encourage the school to help students understand that the resources are not "free," but
are in return for their valued service to the community.
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iJ''hat are the ''cos'f.•; ''for the cmnnutni(F partner'!
Even the best-intentioned community partner will want to look at service-learning from a cost-benefit perspective. Service-learning can help reach the agency's goals of youth involvement and increased community
visibility, but how will the agency pay for the direct costs involved, such as staff salaries and materials?
While schools, especially in the public system, can rely on funding allocations even in difficult times, community partners are usually nonprofit organizations and have no such guarantees. Moreover, most of the
available resources supporting service-learning are directed to schools, leaving the community partner to find
competitive grant and foundation fi.mding, and the occasional corporate sponsor.
• Be prepared to share with the school the direct costs involved in partnering. Encourage tbe school to look
as these as part of the of the overall project experience costs, rather than as a payment made to the organization.
• Suggest to the school that you might develop a joint budget, and seek funding together, accommodating the
needs of both partners.

\V!mt Uae ()rganization or Agency Needs To Oo Internally
To fully support service-leaming, the school needs to accommodate the strategy throughout its organizational
stmcture. The National Youth Leadership Council identified five "Essential Elements"" through which service-learning goals are integrated into the school's mission, operational structure and professional development. The incorporation of each of these elements involves the introduction of specific school, district or
even statewide policies and practices.
Allowing for some modification, these "Essential Elements" suggest a similar process that needs to take place
within the organization or agency as well. The chart below illustrates the organizational support for servicelearning:

lStJructur·e and

Effective service-learning provides staff with strong
training in the philosophy and pedagogy of servicedistrict's mission.
service-learn- learning.
Essential Element 2:
is supported by com-IE.!;m'11iJili'llil!!£'ll1_5.;_
Effective service-learning is
strnctural eleEffective service-learning offers staff ongoing opporsupportcd by school and
and by the
!unities to network, observe and problem solve with
other staff within and outside their schools to refine
district policies designed to lre:>ot'<rCJOS necessary to
uphold quality servicehigh-quality
their service-learning practice.
learning practice.
practice.

as
the organization or agency staff understand and
orlsu.omJrtservice-learning, as distinct from comrnunity
ism•·vuow Can the organization adapt to accommodate
ofservice-learning?
lwi,l/inoto commit- the
as "learners," as well as "volunteers"?
Strategic Goals:
lnecessarystafi time and Collaboration:
Can the organization or
Will the organization be willing, and able, to collaboagency's strategic goals be lre.wJ..wr:<'S to support
modified to include service- lservice--le<1rnin!'?
rate with the school in the planning and developrnent
the organization's
mission allow for the inclu-

learning as a method of

of mutually beneficial service-learning opportuni-

lachie·vin•z the organization

ties? Are there other comn-nmity partners engaged in
lservice-1ecwnimzwith whom the organization can
develop a network?
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l!ow 1vilf the comHufnizr purtnet huild internal support.fi;r service-itr'al'ning?
• Recruit people within the organization who understand and are committed to youth aud education outside
of the classroom.

• Look for a "champion" within the organization, someone who will step forward to advance the cause of
service-learning. The effective champion is well-respected by coworkers and helps other leaders see the
benefits- to both the organization and the school- of a service-learning partnership. The champion shares
this vision with others, recognizes what needs to be done to bring along the organization and motivates necessary accommodations in organizational practices and policies.
• Provide opportunities for training in service-learning to all organization or agency staff. Recognize that this
will likely be a gradual process, most effective when offered in manageable segments over time.
• Encourage broad-based suppmt for service-learning within the organization. Long-term support for the
service-learning partnership relates directly to the degree of ownership that each staff member assumesand can maintain the commitment in the event the champion leaves the organization.
• Include the organization's board of directors in seeking buy-in for involvement in service-learning. As the
organization considers the sustainability of its commitment, the board may be asked to approve supportive
changes in policy or strategic goals.

The Partnership Continuum
The relationship that makes up the partnership will adapt, as the school and the organization each becomes
more committed to and comfortable with, service-learning practices. Each successive stage in the following
continumn 17 involves increased interaction between the partners and emphasis on the shared vision as it
relates to both service and learning.

~i:--==

Collaborai.i<m:
Agency and school form new structure
Ongoing communication
Shared commitment, leadership

Agency and school share information
Periodic interaction
Service site at school or agency

to ,-Jg-em:y:
Low commitment, low risk
Roles distinct and separate
Bwu~fit

~

Ben(jil to ;Jgem.y:

I

j'

L'~""'-~.

~""~,~~CO[lf

r
1

~

Comprehensive, joint planning
Resource development, funding for both

I1
I

-,_,=""'=-~ncy gains partner """"""'-~~J

1mtion:

Agency and school plan a program
Frequent communication
Existing or new initiatives
fkl1<:/ir ro .-igem:.l':
Regular contact

~

Recurrent planning

~~

L~=~~~:~~~~!~~~~!~~~ss!;.~ta"n._cc_·"-···-""

~

Agency champions service-leaming to school
Shared teaching, leadership of service activity
Intentional advocacy

l

/Jenl(/it to Agell(J':

~

Focus on sustainability
Outreach and trainiD.g of new pmtners
Agency as expert

R

...

..

~

ij

~--~~~---·~--··-···-~ ~.~-· -~~-·-
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Turning Around Chaiie11ges: H.ow Uo Successful Community Partners
Hlcspmad'!
As community organizations and agencies transition from providing youth with sites for service to becoming
partners in service-learning, they engage in a process that challenges traditional patterns of operation both
within the organization and in the way it relates to the school. Service-learning champions have found the
following strategies to be effective responses:

Challenge:

·~service-learning

will culd to my 1vorkload. l um a/rem()' stretched. "

• Help staff members sec the immediate benefits of service that youth can provide in meeting the organization1s mission.
• Encourage staff to consider the future benefit of developing connected, committed citizens
who will understand and respond to the specific community needs addressed by the organization.
'\\~el'Fice~learning

muy meet the goub,·

(~l the

.\·chool, hut it tloe.m 't lu.:!p us respond to Ihe

Jtzi,\'.\'ion <~(OUI' OlXllllf-:;ution. ·'·'

• Clearly establish up front, with the school, that the organization also will need to meet its
goals through the service activity.
• Use presentations made by teaching staff or by students themselves to convince agency
managers of the program's value.

Challenge:

''H'e have limited ,\'h~jf'and resoun:es aut! don't thhtil we can su.'itain the diFersion that
for OUr OJXUUi-r,(lfjO!l.

Sel'l'fce~Jel!f'Jtff!g H'fntfd !JWtlf!

H

• Consider joining with other community partners in a broad coalition. This will enable the
service-learning partnership to continue even when one agency is temporarily unable to
contribute staff time.
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Chalfenge:

"The ,'ic/wol seem.\· to be teaching u political poin/m(~(-view thut is not slurred by our
organization or by many in the cmtwmni(r itse(j: ''

• Develop programs that present balanced perspectives, especially with respect to areas of
controversy.

C!talfenge:

flow hare other cmwtmni(v partners luwt!led the same
dealinR JPitlr"!"

i.\'Stll~

or situation thutwe are

• Develop a network with other service-learning community partners in your area. Schools
engaged in service-learning have long recognized the value in sharing strategies for success.

Clwlfeuge:

H~f}ty

am l being as·ked to da tltejob

<~ft!te

sthoo/? I amuot a trained educator. .,

• Encourage agency staff to consider the value in their own expertise and to see servicelearning as a way of introducing the world of work to young people.
• Explain that service-learning is not meant to replace the teacher or to put the organization
staff person in an uncomfortable role. Help the staff see themselves as resources· in the
education process.
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Com:husi!m
Service-learning can be an effective strategy in changing both the way students learn and the way they
involve themselves within their community. Bringing together school and community, service-learning helps
students expand their opportunities for learning into the world around them, at the same time as it invites the
community into the learning process. The emerging research is already showing benefits as more motivated
and engaged youth, who see their learning within a meaningful context, add new energy and commitment to
their community.
The organizations and agencies that act as community partners are equal stakeholders to the school in the
success of the service-learning experience. Strengthening the community partner will enhance the whole partnership. Attention to the preparation, training and development of support for the community partner
demands additional consideration by all service-learning advocates.
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